Many minds – one team.
It is the colleagues that make
Schlegel und Partner what it is.
Competent. International. Successful.

Today’s interviewee: David Felz,
economic engineer in the department
of mechanical engineering.

Please tell us about your course of study.
I studied industrial engineering and
management (M.Sc.) in Karlsruhe,
Germany and Grenoble, France.
What was your entry position at SuP – and
where are you today?
In 2015, I joined as consultant, shortly
after that I was in charge of projects
and am now being trained as senior
consultant.
Did you have any work experience?
I gained first work experience as order
manager at a French department store
chain in Luxembourg, in a purely French
speaking environment. In addition to
that I did several internships.
What does success mean to you?
Professionally, creating team projects in
a way that everyone enjoys what they
are doing with the result of adding true
value for the client.
In my personal life, happiness to me is
success.
Which of your strengths are you able to
apply working for SuP?
In particular, my enthusiasm for new
topics, my fluency in three languages

(German, English, French) as well as
cooperating as part of a team.
Which of your colleagues’ characteristics do
you value the most?
The general enthusiasm for new
matters: time and again deep diving
into new areas, in the end emerging as
an expert oneself.
What errors are the easiest to forgive?
Those that are not kept quiet about.
Do you have any heroes/heroines in history?
Nelson Mandela, Mahatma Gandhi.
Who are your heroes/heroines in real life?
All people that are
supporting others.
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Which reform do you admire the most?
All those that did or will contribute to
equal rights.
Is there any natural gift that you would like
to possess?
Yes, to lead Karlsruher SC back into
German Bundesliga.
Do you have a motto?
Carpe diem.

